BLACK SHEEP TRIBE

BIBLE

Our three Buddhas representing
Tolerance, Freedom and Respect,
are a female, a transsexual and a male,
showing the diversity of human sexuality.
They are of different colours
depicting Gods multitude of races.

TOLERANCE
FREEDOM
RESPECT

They are sitting at a bar suggesting one
of life’s many possible journeys in our
individual struggles towards
Peace and Love.
They are meditating on the White Light of
Consciousness and the Buddha that each of
us, once was and could be again.
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TEMPLE
As you stroll beneath a tropical canopy of bamboo, past the watchful
stone statues, you’d be forgiven for thinking you were in Ubud or Goa,
rather than the San Lorenzo countryside. Lovingly created, Bambuddha
Grove is a restaurant Temple: fusing Spirituality with Sexuality; designed
to host private events; monumental parties; and everything in between.
Bambuddha boasts intimate bars, where the über-cool sip on incredible
cocktails, made with freshly prepared ingredients: Bamboozles or
Karmapirinhas amid ancient erotic artifacts and plush furnishings, to the
sound of resident DJs. The outdoor oriental sanctuaries are perfect for
balmy summer evenings and the Moonlight Lounge pagodas provide an
exclusive setting for a memorable VIP party.
Bambuddha’s MediterrAsian food village offers modern fusion recipes
inspired by the ancient Spice Route from Cadiz: Spain to Osaka, Japan;
including Thai, Sushi and Sashimi. Every dish is delicately and uniquely
flavoured, blending Mediterranean and Oriental ingredients to give one
of the finest sensorial experiences.
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The Black Sheep of restaurants has often been overwhelmed by the
demands and rhythm of seasonal Ibiza: the lifestyle of the residents
and the high expectations of growing numbers of discerning
multinational visitors; who seek to experience the Ibiza and the
Bambuddha phenomena. It has been a tumultuous 11 years, from
inception to a Temple Restaurant. We have enjoyed and tolerated her
through her infancy, terrible two’s, tantrums, growing pains,
pre-school years, junior high-school, teens and middle age.
She grew up: surviving chaos and disorderly conduct; overcoming all
obstacles. She isnnhappy with her insecurity and her heart is open.
She is spiritually enlightened; lovingly sexual; and open to harmonious
evolution with a “Pirate-Buddha’ philosophy. She provides good food and
service in an inviting environment and graciously hosts good friends and
fun parties. She is healthy, wealthy, wise and more at ease.
Our twelve years of serving 350,000 souls, many of whom were ‘Black
Sheep’; and the organic blending of moods, experiences, senses, spices
and herbs; has flowered into Mediterrasian-Tantra fruition.
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DISCOVER
THE BAMBUDDHA
VILLAGE

KM 8.5, Ctra. San Juan
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THE BALI
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LOUNGE
BARS
GARDENS
TEMPLE
VIP AREAS
VALET PARKING
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KAMA SUTRA RECIPES
If sitting facing her, you grasp
her ankles and fasten them like a
chain behind your neck and she
grips her toes as you make love,
this is the Delightful Padma…
The Lotus

“Spirituality is a God-given gift.
Sexuality is a God-given gift.
When realised together
It could be described as Tantra
The art of Tantra may be
The ultimate gift
To connect
The heart
The mind
The body
The Absolute
In non-denial”
john chetano moon
When she senses that your
orgasm is ‘imminent, she
swallows up the whole penis,
sucking and working upon it with
lips and tongue until you spend:
this is Sangara…
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Swallowed Whole

Now she takes the head of your
penis gently between her lips,
by turns pressing, kissing it
tenderly and pulling at its soft
skin: this is
Bahiha-samdansha…
the Outer Pincers

Now spread, indeed cleave
asunder, that archway with your
nose and let your tongue gently
probe her yoni, with your nose,
lips and chin slowly circling: it
becomes
Jihva-bhramanaka…

the Circling Tongue

THE
KAMA
SUTRA
400 BCE. Sanskrit: कामसूत्र

An ancient Indian Hindu text
on human sexual behavior
with practical advice on sexual
intercourse. “Käma” which is
one of the three goals of Hindu
life, means sensual or sexual
pleasure, and “sutra” literally
means a thread or line that
holds things together. It is a
collection of aphorisms in the
form of a manual and a guide to
virtuous and gracious living that
discusses the nature of love,
family life and other aspects
pertaining to pleasure oriented
faculties of human life.
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TIGER PRAWNEN
IN RED CURRY

STARTERS
Edamame (v)

Steamed soy beans with Maldon sea salt
Spring Rolls with Sweet Chilli (v)

Asian rolls filled with carrots, bean sprouts and vermicelli glass noodles

Ingredients

With mint and rocket pesto and sun dried tomatoes

• coconut milk
• fish sauce
• red curry
• lime leaf
• sugar
• sunflower oil
• tiger prawns
• mango
• pineapple
• pak choy
• spicy sunflower oil
• glass of rice noodles
• white and black sesame seeds

Tom Kha (Chicken, Tofu or Prawns)

Preparation

Coconut soup with lemongrass, mushrooms and rice noodles

Cook curry in oil, and add the
coconut milk, fish sauce, sugar and
lime leaves, and leave to infuse.

Chicken Sate

Marinated chicken skewer served with a peanut and red curry sauce
Tiger Prawns in Red Curry

Tiger shrimps served in red curry, mango, pineapple, pak choi and crispy glass noodles
Sea Bass and Foie

Sea bass sashimi in soy sauce, sake, lime and chili rocotto, accompanied
by mi-cuit, foie gras ice cream and crispy nori
Seaweed Salad (v)

Arame seaweed salad with tofu, cherry tomatoes and peanut sesame dressing
Mozzarela Salad with Seasonal Fruit (v)

Salmon Sashimi and Yogurt

Salmon in lemon juice and yellow pepper, accompanied by yogurt ice
cream and crystallized mint
Tiradito Nikkei

Tuna and Salmon marinated in lime, miso and yellow chilli. Served with
guacamole and mandarine sorbet

Tiger shrimps served in red
curry, mango, pineapple, pak
choi and crispy rice noodles

Cut the mango and pineapple into
cubes, sauté the pak choy in spicy
oil. Cook the prawns on the grill,
fry the rice noodles.

Scallops Tataki

Seared scallops served with yuzu sauce, strawberry air and mojito slush

Serve on plates.

Beef Tataki

Seared beef with onion ponzu and chipotle creamy dressing. Served with Yuca chips
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SEA BASS SASHIMI
AND FOIE
INGREDIENTS

• 200 gr. fresh sea bass
• 100 ml. rice vinegar
• 100 ml. soy sauce
• 100 ml. sake
• 5 ml. sesame oil
• 25 ml. sunflower oil
• lime or lemon juice
• ginger
• rocotto brunoise
• 3 gr. salt
• nori seaweed
TIGER SHRIMPS SERVED
IN RED CURRY, MANGO,
PINEAPPLE, PAK CHIL AND
CRISPY RICE NOODLES
PREPARATION

Cut the bass as if for sashimi
(thinly sliced). Mix all liquid
ingredients and set aside

ICECREAM DE FOI

• 250 whole mile
• 65 ml. water
• 30 gr. skimmed milk powder
• 85 gr. dextrose
• 10 gr. sucrose
• 4 gr. neautral cream
• 50 gr. foie mi-cuit

FOR THE ICECREAM

Heat milk, water, milk powder and dextrose. Add sucrose, salt and
neutral at 40C and stir to reach 85C Cool to 40 C and process with the foie, let
stand 6 hours, bring to freeze and blend.
Fry the nori seaweed and let it dry. Present a “querelle” with foie ice
cream, Dip the sashimi with sauce and arrange the grated ginger and the
chilli in brunoise on top of the sea bass.
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MAIN COURSES
Phad Thai (v)

Rice noodles tossed with vegetables, egg and roasted peanut
Baby Chicken in Curry Panang

Slow roasted baby chicken served in coconut milk and curry Panang,
nuts and mango
Stir fried Vegetables (v)

Served with soy, ginger and marinated tofu
Teriyaki Marinated Salmon

Served with jasmine rice and sautéed spinach
Seaweed and Prawn Carpaccio Kamameshi

Shitake mushroom, hijiki, arame and kombu risotto, served with prawn
carpaccio on top
Middle Eastern Platter (v)

Falafel with yoghurt sauce, roasted aubergine, sun dried tomatoes and
black olive pate
Ostrich

Served with tom kha foam, figs and pumpkin ginger syrup
Slow Roasted Shoulder of Lamb

Served with quinoa and mango chutney
Tuna Marinated in Sesame, Soy and Ginger

Served with vegetable chop suey
Crispy Duck and Mandarin Pancakes

Served with sweet chilli and plum hoi-sin sauce
Tiger Prawns with Thai Sauce

Served on sizzling platter with jasmine rice
Sirloin Steak (with Foie Gras)

Beef with coriander oriental chimichurri with wasabi on sun dried tomato mash
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SLOW ROASTED
SHOULDER OF LAMB

SERVED WITH QUINOA AND
MANGO CHUTNEY

CURRIES
A selection of erotic gift items from our Tantra Shop
delivered to your table

INGREDIENTS

Vegetable Green Curry (v)

• 1 shoulder of lamb
• olive oil
• salt
• 1 vacuum bag for cooking
• 100 gr. quinoa
• 200 ml. vegetable broth
• chutney
• 1 apple
• 1 mango
• 1/2 an onion
• cinnamon
• cumin
• turmeric
• chili
• 10 gr. sugar
• Japanese apple cider
• 1 piece vanilla bean garlic
• ginger
• curry powder

Wok sautéed mixed vegetables and tofu in a coconut milk curry
Yellow Seabass Curry

Seabass and mixed vegetables in a coconut milk yellow curry
Green Chicken Curry

Chicken and mixed vegetables cooked in coconut milk green curry
Duck Confit Red Curry

Crispy confit duck and mixed vegetables in a coconut milk red curry with pineapple

SIDE ORDERS
Wasabi mashed potatoes Green salad
Jasmine rice
Quinoa
Potato wedges with skin
Spinach with red onion and chilli

PREPARATION

Cut the onion, apple and mango in brunoise, sauté in pan with olive oil, add garlic and
ginger, curry powder, rice vinegar & sugar, then add the remaining ingredients.
Heat to get the right texture.
Bring the quinoa to boil in the vegetable broth until it is dry.
Remove the lamb from the oven, bone in hot, mark on the grill only on the skin side
and with the liquid left in the bag, reduce it in the pan and use it as sauce.
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TANTRA DELIGHTS
A selection of erotic gift items from our Tantra Shop
delivered to your table
Ostrich Feather
Pleasure Balm
Oil of Love
Body Souffle French Vanilla Weekender Gift Set
Earthly Delights Set Sweet Celebration Box

SUSHI & SASHIMI

A JOURNEY
TOWARD DIVINE
SEX AND LOVE
Sex, reproduction
Instinctive, emotional, lusting, need,
Sex, desire, fun, pleasure
Baser-darker, of mind and ego.
Emotional pain
Divine Sexuality, beyond, of the light
Spirituality, searching the mystical God
Sexual Spirituality is Tantra
Tantra Sex, meditation exercise,
Sacred union of man and woman.
Exorcise
Liberate
Commit
Make Love
Tantra journey in to the Mystical Center
Where Divine Love resides,
To find Love of your Being
Realise inner Peace, then
Love will manifest outwardly
Toward all else.”

If next she allows the head to slide completely into her mouth
and presses the shaft firmly between her lips, holding a moment before
pulling away, it is Antaha-samdansha the Inner Pincers
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Jm 9/2/12 bali- 27/2 Ibiza
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DESSERTS

PASSION FRUIT
CUSTARD

Tantra Delight

Curry parfait on a black chocolate cream infused with rosemary and
homemade coconut ice cream
Decadent Magma Chocolate Cake

Warm chocolate coulant served with chocolate sauce and homemade
vanilla ice cream
Group Orgasm (min. 2 persons)

Erotic mixed delights

INGREDIENTS

• 500 ml. cream
• 9 egg yolks
• 200 ml. passion fruit juice
• 240 gr. sugar
• 1 vanilla pod

Spiced Chocolate Truffels

Each with scent of chilli chipotle, figs lime yogurt, red curry coconut milk
and dates. Made with 85% Dark Venezuelan cocoa
Enlightened Cheese Cake

2 Layers with a base of crunchy biscuit, a fresh cheese and vanilla cream
top. Served with homemade raspberry sorbet

WHITE CHOCOLATE MOUSSE

• 300 ml. cream
• 350 gr. white chocolate
• 210 ml. whole milk.

Passion Fruit Custard

PREPARATION

With white chocolate foam and wild berry coulis

Mix the cream and juice of the passion
fruit and heat, add the eggs and sugar in
a bowl and whip in a water bath.

Strawberry and Basil Soup

Homemade soup of fresh strawberries, julienne of basil and homemade
mandarin sorbet
Banana Roll

With rum chocolate sauce and homemade coconut ice cream
Female

Strawberry and ginger slush served with lime yoghurt, white chocolate
cream, smoked honey and mint jelly
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WITH WHITE CHOCOLATE
MOUSSE AND WILD BERRY
COULIS

Thicken until the right texture and serve
in bowls.
Heat the cream and milk and mix with
white chocolate, add siphon and cool.
Add 2 charges of siphon and decorate
with dark chocolate and berries.
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FEMALE

TANTRA DELIGHT
INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

• 500 ml. cream
• 10 egg yolks
• 75 gr. sugar
• 5 gr. of curry powder
• 2 lines of gelatine

• 120 gr. white chocolate
• 175 ml. cream
• 75 ml. milk
• 75 ml. cream
• 250 gr. mint
• 1 gr. agar
• 2 lines of gelatine
• 250 gr. honey
• water
• 1 gr. agar
• 2 lines of gelatine
• 350 ml. mineral water
• 150 gr. dextrose
• 90 gr. sucrose
• 4 gr. neutral sorbet
• 400 gr. strawberry
• 25 ml. lemon juice.

CHOCOLATE SOUP

• 175 gr. black chocolate 70%
• 500 ml. cream
• 180 gr. egg yolk
• rosemary

PREPARATION
CURRY PARAFIT ON A BLACK
CHOCOLATE CREAM INFUSED
WITH ROSEMARY AND
HOMEMADE COCONUT ICE
CREAM

Infuse the cream, sugar and curry, add
over the yolks and stir. Let it rest for 24
hours. Mix with blender, fill in the moulds
and freeze.
Warm the cream with rosemary, infuse,
strain, add the yolks, whip and set aside.
Add the coconut ice cream, the
strawberry and mango coulis

STRAWBERRY AND GINGER
SLUSH served with lime
yoghurt, white chocolate
cream,smoked honey and
mint jelly

PREPARATION

Heat the cream and the milk add on to the egg yolks and white chocolate.
Put it aside. Scald the mint for 10 seconds, cool in ice and water, process
a little bit of mint water. Heat up a little bit of mint water, add gelatine
and agar, mix all and then add to the mint liquid. Put into moulds and let
it go into gelatine.
Reduce the honey to half, add water up to 250 ml.and add the agar
and gelatine, put into moulds and let it go into gelatine. Mix water and
dextrose, add sucrose and the neutral sorbet and heat to 40C and then
heat up to 85C. Leave it to cool at 4C process with the dams, freeze and
process again. Decorate with grated ginger and grated lime peel.
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COCKTAILS
Place your Darling on a couch. Set her feet on your
shoulders, Clasp her waist, suck hard And let your tongue
stir Her overflowing Love-temple: This is called Bahuchshita
...Sucked hard

If you withdraw completely And then strike her violently to
the Womb, this is Nargahata
...The Buffet

BLACK SHEEP TRIBE

MITOCHONDRIAL EVE

Champagne floated over Guiness for the ultimate luxury.

Absolutes Mandarin and Raspberry, Martini, Bitter Rosso, Fresh Orange

BUBBLING BUDDHA

SHIVALINGAM

Champagne, Grand Mariner, Brandy, Angostura Bitters, Sugar

Vodka, Fresh Kiwi, Lime Juice, Sugar

BAMBOOZLE

Yoni

Vodka, Fresh Lime, Fresh Strawberry

Vodka, Calvados, Crushed Apple and Lime

CREAMY BUDDHA

TANTRA

Rum, Fresh Coconut and Pineapple Juice

Premium Sake, Vodka, Fresh Pineapple

THE 3 RUSSIAN BUDDHAS

BLISS FIZZ

Choice of Black, White or Red

Gin, Creme de Mure, Cava, Fresh Blackberries Lemon Juice and Sugar

KARMAPIRINHA

GANEHSA BLACK

Cachaça, Fresh Lime, Brown Sugar over crushed ice

Rum, Blackberries, Mint, Fresh Lime,Vanilla and Sugar

GANEHSA GREEN

Rum, Sugar, Fresh Mint Leaves, Fresh Lime
YAB YUM

Three different Rums, Exotic Juices, Apricot Brandy
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FROM THE BEGINNING
JOHNMOON TANTRA HISTORY

4,600M years ago
3,900M years ago
2,800M years ago
600M years ago
495M years ago
420M years ago
230M years ago
150M years ago
200,000 years ago
80,000 years ago

70,000 years ago

50,000 years ago
45,000 years ago
40,000 years ago
35,000 years ago
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The Solar System is formed
Life begins in bacterial cells
Large continents form
Animals evolve in the sea
Land plants appear
The Stonehaven millipede is the first land creature
Dinosaurs evolve
The first flower opens
Homo Sapiens emerge,
Mitochondrial Eve - a sexual animal
Humans, the only animal to develop.
Upright eye-to-eye posture during sex: Equality of sexes
Permanently protruding female breasts: Sexual attraction,
Less body hair, more skin: more sensuality. Head hair with
continuous growth: physical attraction Speech to share
thoughts: intellectual communication...
Last Ice Age begins
A tribe of 300 Humans walk out of Africa toward Asia.
Psychedelic compounds in plants interact with human
neurological evolvement: The Soma, The Elixir, The Holy
Grail.
Asians arrive in Australia and Russia
Realisation that babies are a result of sex
Asians reach Europe-Aryans. Idea of life after death
forms in the human mind.
Spirituality evolves: Pagan deities worshipped; Totems
honoured; Matriarchal; first Shaman is Female;
Psychotropic plants consumed ceremonially.

30,000 years ago
20,000 years ago
10,000 years ago

5,000 years ago
4,000 years ago
3,000 years ago
2,700 years ago
2,500 years ago

2,000 years ago
300 AD
1100-1800

Mythos; Goddesses; Pornographic Art; Spirituality
merges with sexuality.
Asians cross to America.
Human invention of agriculture; Domestication of
dogs; First notions of inheritance and ownership;
Wolf to wealth.
Two flowers of spiritual thought: Kabbalah in Persia
and Tantra in India
Bronze Age: Patriarchal; Man creates conquest for
land and women.
Separation of sexuality from spirituality
Thought of the existence of a God lodges in the
human mind.
Enslaved Jews of Babylon write the Hebrew Bible:
the World’s first and greatest book on spirituality
with a unique concept that there is only one God:
Invisible, Benevolent and Righteous.
4 new flowers bloom: Buddha in India, Confucius in
China, Cyrus in Persia, Socrates in Greece
Birth of another flower: Jesus
Spirituality and sexuality reunite in India:
Tantra-Buddhism
Christian Crusades, Holy Wars and Inquisitions,
9 million Witches burnt
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1162
1800
1939
1941.1.1

1963
1964

1966
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Birth of Ghengis Khan
Logos replaces Mythos
World War 2.
Born Edward John Lucas,
His Black Sheep Life Begins:
I am born on a cold, dark, fearful New Year’s Day, at two
minutes past midnight, in London being bombed. I begin
twenty-four years of displaced home searching in and
around London with Grace, my Irish-Liverpool mother
and Yanni, my Greek-Cypriot father; setting the pattern to
my own insecure searching.
Harvard University: Timothy Leary engages a change of
Consciousness.
Sex Drugs and Rock n Roll. “The Pill”: A dawning of a
reunion of Spirituality and Sexuality.
The phrase “Peace and Love” is written for the first time.
Psychotropics criminalized.
I emigrated to South Africa as a Journeyman
Lithographer. The sun shone but “Apartheid” was a
dark, fascist disgrace. On to Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)
and other fading British colonies: Malawi, Zambia,
Tanzania, Kenya and Portuguese Mozambique;
searching the source of ‘de-nile’.
“Hippies” discover India
From Mombasa I sailed to pre-airport Seychelle
Islands; deck-class on an Indian
freighter, again alighting down
the ladder and being canoed over
the reefs. Then the Indian Subcontinent: Time had stood still
since the end of the British Raj. The
country was vast, full of wonder,
shock, awe and beauty. I was forced

into serious attitude adjustments and to draw on
the inner depths of my being, for support. During
those wanderings from the plains of the South to
the Himalayas of Kashmir, Manali and Nepal. In
Nagaland on the North East Frontier I began to
find within myself a lost Tantric spirituality and a
connection with anthropology art and smuggling.
The way led on from Calcutta to the Golden Triangle
of Burma, Laos and Thailand, Penang, Singapore,
Hong Kong and their proliferate opium dens. A
romantic affair in a 1000 year old tea house, on the
west coast of non English-speaking, post-war Japan.
I shipped out on an Aussie cruise ship from Nagoya
and was the only passenger to clamber down her
ladder over the reefs of New Guinea. Twelve-hour
shifts in jungle logging camps financed a year’s
rush of surfing Australia. The homeward route
was the massive desert drive to Darwin via Ayers
Rock, then across to Papua and Westwards, island
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hopping the archipelago of Indonesia and across
the Lombok Straight to discover the magic of pretourist, pre-airport, exotic Bali.
A return to Calcutta and Mother India, this time South, down
the East coast to Sri Lanka, round Cape Comorin and along
the west coast through Kerala, to find and fall in love with
Goa, grow my hair long and settle down for a bit, to a NeoSadhu / Hippie lifestyle in search of Gurus, Buddhas and
Gods.
A short return to Europe to prepare and embark on
an overland drive East from Amsterdam through
communist Bulgaria; Turkish Anatolia; the Shah’s
Iran; pre-Russian, tribal Afghanistan and its sweet
green tea, canaries and guns; Pakistan’s riot of
colour and death-defying traffic.
1970

XXXX
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LSD names him ‘Moon’
The coincidental arrival of L.S.D and the misplaced
sound equipment of ‘The Who’, added a fifth
dimension to a wonderfully scrambled reality. The
Hippie-India party had begun, extending to surreal
backgammon tournaments on the old colonial
ferryboat, steaming up the Konkani coast from
Panaji to Bombay.
Ibiza Spirit´ emerges from the shadow of Franco
There was still North Africa, Spain under Franco and
the island of Ibiza. So the trail of choice was set, the
Hippy Trail, for the next twenty years: Ibiza, India and Bali
became the new places to party. A new style of partying:
free from state or social control and historic references;
an inhibition-less playground; full of new horizons.

1983
1984

M.D.M.A. A realignment of Chakras: less Fear, more Heart
A daughter; Sasha Lotus is born to him and Annbritt
in Sweden
My divine daughter was born in Sweden. At 3 months
she arrived with us to help set up our windsurfing
school-restaurant on the then deserted Baga Beach.
I introduced the sport to the Indian Navy, and Asian
Games. Goa airport was developed soon after and
tourism began.
U.S.A coast-to-coast: and Route 66. Quaint old Puerto
Vallarta, Mexico with Richard Burton and Jack Nicholson;
full moon ceremonies at the Mayan sites of Guatemala;
and far out, drop-out Maui completed my world: almost.
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Captured again by Ibiza’s magic and still
full of illusions and fearlessness, I began
to conceive a themed philosophicalspiritual-social centre for my friends,
that reflected the inspirations and
essence of my travels. Fusing the
elements of Asia and Can Blanc, my old
Ibiza Finca home, into a unique personal
manifestation of my life.

1985
1986
1987
1990
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Johnmoon´s Baga Beach Surf Club in post-colonial;
pre-touristic Goa, India
MDMA is criminalized
A son: Jonjon is born to him and Margrite in Amsterdam
Osho names him Chetano; ‘Blissful Consciousness’;
Osho dies after USA persecution and victimisation
Circumstances and the birth of my handsome son
Jonjon, saw my providential return to Northern
Europe! But horse breeding in Ireland, Bank fraud
in Austria, pound devaluation in England
conspired to create financial ruin. A restaurant
partnership with ex-wife Annbritt and boy-friend led
to personal dissapointments. They left I continued,
but the real test was yet to come.

1999

I sold the last real estate and my ‘62 Bently
S3 Convertible and borrowed capital to
build and import from Bali a complete
‘Banjak’ (meeting place) made from: Iron
wood roof tiles recycled from old telegraph
poles; ‘Alang Alang’-woven rice grass;
bamboo; coconut tree trunks; stone tiles
and two Balinese workers to assemble the buildings
and floors. Twenty-seven species of bamboo from
around the planet were imported. And 8 huge phallic
stone ‘Totem Poles from Flores were erected to form
the entrance.
Bambuddha Grove, Ibiza, a temple honouring
Tantra-Buddhism is opened.
Incomplete, underfinanced and ill prepared, she opened.
Then began seven years of wild entertainment and
suffering: trying to fuse the ways of a pirate with a
world full of bureaucratic regulations and day to day
obligations that I was not even close to being prepared
for. Condemned to learn what it is like to work in
a seasonal restaurant on party-island Ibiza! I was
reduced to working with crowds and employees;
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constantly on demand; relating to people;
smiling, crying, explaining, defending,
and arguing. Service, clients, friends,
business, banks, accountants, planning,
politics; learning what seemed apparent
to almost everyone who knew me: that it
was a near-impossible task.

2000
2001
2005
2006

Awareness of a ‘Black Sheep Tribe’
Age of Aquarius
Witches are coming back
John chetano moon´s healing
and awakening to HeartSadness-Joy-Awareness
The foreplay over, the
Orgasm of Life had bloomed!
I am expecting my reward:
a treasure, maybe even a
Goddess. Instead, a near death car crash leaves
Jonjon paralysed from the chest down! He bravely
recovers, but retains mobility restriction forcing him
to use a wheelchair and apply for enrolement to
university. He’s accepted with only 2 ‘O’ level GCE’s!
He’s now studying and reading in the libraries of
Oxford Brookes University, England.

César, an accountant helped save the business. I saved
myself: just; stepping back from the edge of the precipice
at the age of 63.

2007

Bush and Blair escape justice for war crimes
Joy and sadness are every day entwined toward
acceptance, every insecure moment a gift.

My quota of self-abuse over, but the following
period of withdrawal also meant that leaving old friends
and habits was also hard and lonely.
I searched for new interests and pacifiers and found
solace and strength in yoga, walking, reading,
writing, working, two years of Shamanic Ayahuasca
ceremonies with feathers, bones and singing; poetry,
meditation and contemplation of God. ‘With knowledge
and truth and virtue as the theme, and lofty hopes of
divine liberty’. ‘My inmost sense suspended in life’s web
of many shifting coloured hues.’

2011

Facebook/Twitter, Free Mobile World Social Networking
USA permanent occupation of Afghanistan after
creating the Taliban. Ibiza parties back from World
Financial Crisis. Revolution finally ending Dictators,
Queens and Kings. Ibiza Day-time DJ Music Concerts
and pool parties are back. The ‘God Particle’ is
discovered.The Recession in the West is ‘Permanent’.
Growth moves ‘East’.

My wings were cut: I was grounded.
No more soaring in free flight. Only
multidimensional disharmony and disease,
constantly going out from myself and going
down. Tired and exhausted, I retreated
to very lonely places, to a mid-life crisis,
massive alcohol and drug abuse, loveless
cerebral sex, bad physical health, looming bankruptcy,
family destruction and near spiritual annihilation.
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I needed to connect in a light-hearted way with
jonjon, so I began to join with him and allow
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Over the next few days the stumbling and fumbling, headaches and empty sound
of my voice and mispronunciation got worse. Jonjon insisted I call my doctor, who
told me I should come see him mañana. I told him I am flying to london mañana
for a few days to see the opening Liverpool-Arsenal football match. He said OK,
but to come see him when I return! My perspective of the game was even more
chaotic than the actual game. That night at my friend Bryan’s N. London mansion,
over a chaotic game of billiards, he recommends I get a CTI test for the heart!
Driving the next day to a wedding in North London, jonjon complained of my
erratic driving. I could only manage an hour of the celebrating noise before
escaping to find a hotel! Instead, after a blind drive, I stumbled in to Sebastian’s
flat in SW London.

myself ONE glass of wine at dinner; then 2, then 3 then the bottle, then
the drugs again! The relapse back into the negative ways of personal
abuse lasted exactly one year.
I brought myself once again under control. A clean month, then: Millie
my 11 year old faithful Labrador dies of suffocation in my car.
Then I have a Stroke! Actually 3 simultaneous Strokes.
Saturday 13th August; I was sitting alone after lunching with Jonjon, in Santa
Eulalia. Suddenly food shattered from plate to floor. I felt strange, like I had been
drugged. I tried to pay and leave. Money and credit cards joined the food on the
floor. The waiter helped, cleared and gathered and I sort of stumbled, confused
and unsteady across the road to my car. I could not operate the door remote
key. I sat down on the pavement and tried to call jonjon, but I could not operate
the phone. An elderly lady came over to me and asked if she should call an
ambulance? I said no, I will be ok, but I need help to call my son. She brought me
water and called jonjon, who arrived and drove me to the Santa Eulalia local clinic
where they gave me a ‘Flu’ injection before releasing me.
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The next morning Chelsea and Kensington Hospital emergency diagnosed the
‘Flu’ as a ‘STROKE!’. An hour later I was in an ambulance to the Acute Stroke wing
of the Charing Cross hospital, Hammersmith.
Seven days of checks of the heart-lungs-blood pressure, echo sounding, Doppler
and MRI, reveal Atrial Fibrillation causing the blood clots which caused the minitransient 3 strokes.
The 9th floor window view of ‘mysterious’ clouds, sunbeams and rain, the River
Thames valley, Kew gardens and Barnes. Was I in Heaven? Angel nurses and
doctors and friends added to the delusion.
Intensive blood thinning allowed my release and permission to fly home. Sasha
came to help me re-emerge, Strange, the world outside, adapting, feeling
separate, beyond. Weird to be so injured, but without Pain! And gaining from the
experience: an early warning.
Six weeks later I am not only still alive, but 100% recovered and with the
medication precautions taken, I am less likely to have another stroke. Even better
the stroke only burnt out the cells of my brain that control the ‘darker side’ of my
character, leaving me ‘enlightened’ and at last able to enjoy the smell and taste of
a good glass of wine, without the need to alter my shyness and consciousness.
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Daniela my ex-lover/P.A.,
returned like a gift for me
to breathe a new life, to
enliven my sexuality and the
Bambuddha-Halloween party:
The most awesome ever. We
fell in love again, I flew off to
Bali with my Goddess for a
Tantra honeymoon, to read,
write and practice Tantra. We en-joined the New Year and my 68th
birthday making love in Agung’s Volcanic cascading rivers; on the hard,
black, smooth, wet boulders; showered by the soft warm tropical rains.
Six weeks of beaches, umbrellas and watching the rice grow: clean and
clear. Daniela flew home to Frome with her 6 year old daughter: my
little happy, Bali-bike mascot.
I was left alone, but not lonely, in our Seminyak-Tantra Temple, with only
the February full-moon and the monsoon rain as companions. Splendid
solitude to savour the rejuvenated me; fulfilled with a new vigour for life. to
reflect on the Tantra-Sex-Meditation
sessions with Daniela that had exposed
the cause of my drug-alcohol addiction
and lack of joy: ‘Deep, Dark feelings of
Sexual Sin!’ ‘Independence riding on
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the back of Insecurity’ Liberation
through the practice of Sexual
Spirituality is the ultimate method
for personal improvement and
purification from old conditional
and emotional wounds.in spite of
‘Independence riding on the back
of Insecurity.’
With the right nourishment, there
is nothing that will not grow”.
April - An unexpected invitation
from ‘Yuppy Richard’ Oswald to
join with him and his crew in an
Atlantic crossing aboard ‘ Coral
of Cowes’, a restored 100 ft 1902
sailing schooner.
May 1st - Depart Saint Maarten
- Caribbean, 17 days, 17 nights,
difficult voyage with 30 km/ph
head winds 4 meter waves; I
survived.Returned to Ibiza tired
and humble, but ready to embark
a deeper journey with Daniela and
the heart of Ibiza Summer.
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TANTRA
June10th - 17th; a honeymoon in a Swiss,Tantra ‘Making Love’ retreat.

With my last Bambuddha season and retirement in mind, I complete writing the
Black Sheep Tribe CD bible and continue with my Tantra History.
Jonjon who has proudly carried his Business Management degree with him,
during our final drive from Oxford to Ibiza. He will replace me as carer and
guardian of the Bambuddha Grove Temple and her philosophy; serving the Spirit
of the Entity. Allowing myself more time to study Tantra Sex and Sailing; letting
go of business controlling, compromising and calculating.
I will remain present as ‘Chief’, ‘Spiritual Guide’ and an ‘Elder of the Black
Sheep Tribe. Trusting my son to consult with me whenever the
need may arise on his journey.
4000 years of Patriarchal corruption continues in all political-financialeducational-religious-power establishments
6.800.000.000 Humans, the most powerful, intelligent creatures on the Planet,
still struggling with base animal instincts and increasing Ego.
400,000,000 Killed in armed conflict since AD 700, mostly due to the “Arrogance
of Morality” and greed. Values, Truth and Consciousness can be corrected.
Spirituality and Sexuality can be integrated.
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Tantra: A Sanscrit word of two parts;
Tan-expansion and Tra-liberation.

Liberation through expansion, breaking through personal barriers and
courageously going forward toward the Divine Bliss both as an individual and as a society. Ultimately, Tantra is the path of the spiritual warrior
that encourages us to fight unceasingly against limited or prejudiced
thinking, against inner and outer enemies of genuineness, truth and
shallowness and to seek a union of the sensual and the spiritual.
In the mysticism of Islam there is no room for idolatry, materiel or
human, only to push the limits of sensual love and intoxication to
encounter the Divine. Tantra inspires and teaches us to seek the Divine
Bliss as opposed to being caught in the cage of merely looking for
pleasure and avoiding pain. Tantra encourages savoring life to its fullest,
with its pleasure and pain, beauty and ugliness, living and dying. Tantra
teaches us how to go beyond, how to reach the union of these opposites
and how to transcend them.
At its very core, Tantra is founded on the philosophical notion that one Living
Divinity (Bhrama) separates Itself into Him (Shiva) and Her (Shakti), into
the Creator and the Creatrix, into Cognitive and Operative Principles of the
Universe. Everything: God, Truth, Divine Love is viewed as having two aspects:
male and female, now and then, here and there, self and other-than-self.
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The continuous relationship between these opposites generates
appearances of energy and matter. Our continuous ego-driven
interference with our life’s mission sustains the separation of these
opposites. Thus, we are caught in the Play of energy and mass, by
holding onto ever unresolved, infinitely complicated relationships
between the opposites, created by the Divine Order Itself for our
edification and imprisonment in the world of perceived self and
other-than-self. Tantra, like reality is a field of energy that congeals,
temporarily into a new form of ‘Oneness’.

YAB YUM
Yabyum is a Tibetan word for two parts:
Yab male and Yum – female.
It is the most used symbolism in Vajrayana Buddhism, representing the
sexual and spiritual discipline of Tantra Yoga.
A man/Buddha sits meditating in the yoga-Lotus posture and his woman
sits astride him, face to face, bodies intertwined, in the ecstasy of perfect
positive-negative sexual union.
He controls and she prolongs the consummation, directing the massive
energy up the Kundalini (snake) or spinal cord, from the first base
Chakra; center of sexual awakening to the highest Chakra in the crown of
the head. Resulting in the state of ‘Blissful Consciousness’ and ‘Oneness’
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THE PLEASURE
“

Beautiful Man,
Here I write in torchlight. The moment I felt moved to write, all the lights went
out, as if the darkness conspired against my love for you.
I cannot sleep; my heart yearns for you. I am overwhelmed from the
experience I shared with you on Halloween. Tonight it crossed my mind that
perhaps you do not recall any of it, and for this reason I cannot reach you
inside. Perhaps you woke the next day to find me asleep in another bed and no
memory of all that happened before.
Yes, the mushrooms had their way and they are very powerful with me. They show
me how to break free; and on Halloween they are especially used for ritual. Finally,
my love, we shared their magic. Long overdue. And they set you free too.
I have waited all my life for the lover who has the power for Tantra. I had a
flavour last year, but never had I been ravished. I knew I had the potential, but
I needed the man to penetrate my resistance; to enter me with his full serpent
magic. The Egyptians practiced “Sex Magic” as they believed it was the key
to immortality. By rising the solar and lunar serpents, the pineal gland is
activated and we transcend...
When you kissed me that night, the energy you released into me was this
serpent energy. I was so moved. It was you all along that I had to surrender to.
Chetano, your sex has always been the most fulfilling. Even when I had convinced
myself I despised you, I fantasised about your sex the way your sex was always so
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hard for me; the way only your sex could take my grip, wrapping my fingers so tightly
around, never having to let go. The way your sex tastes so divine. How perfect your
girth in my mouth. How erotic... Sensual.
But never did I know how you could feel inside me. Never did I know that you could
take me so deeply, giving me ALL the bliss of your sensuality. Never did I imagine I
could let go and receive your gift
.
Don’t tell me it was just a moment. Don’t escape into the mundane illusion. I am
still in your life for this reason alone: to be your tantric lover. To rediscover your
magic and sensuality.
The next day I cried because I could feel all of your sensuality surrounding me,
closing in on me. A part of me so scared; but too late, I had surrendered. And there
you were physically distant but every other dimension of you had reached out for me.
Every ancient part of you.
Don’t push me away. We don’t know how much time we have.
We don’t have to be a habitual, dull relationship. We can be lovers. Timeless lovers.
Loving each other past all ego, all barriers and limitations of the human experience.
This level of love will only nourish us. We have to trust our destiny.
Even if we only surrender to each other for these last days before I leave: In FULL
PRESENCE; the effects will be EVERLASTING.
Let me adore you
Let me worship you
Let me wrap my legs around you trembling in pleasure...
Penetrate me with your gifts
DISCOVER me
TRANSCEND with me
Be in RAPTURE with me...

„
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SHIVALINGAM
The Lingam is a symbol of that which is invisible yet omnipresent, the Ultimate
Reality that is present in us all and in all objects of creation.
The anthropomorphic Shivalingam denotes the primeval energy of the
Creator: at the end of all creation, during the great Deluge, all of the different
aspects of God find a resting place in the Lingam, which also, represents the
infinite Cosmic Column of fire. During Hindu ceremonies the Lingam, or male
phallus, is anointed by female disciples with milk, honey, incense and flowers
and is mounted on a circular or quadrangular receptacle called an Avudaiyar,
or Yoni, which represents the female vagina. The liquid seed-juices flow down
the shaft of the Lingam and into the Yoni from where they drain off into the
Earth, fertilising and generating life.

KHAJURAHO
The concept of Khajuraho is now a legend, but 1000 years ago it was a living
philosophy acted out in ancient temples....... Deep in the tiger and elephant
jungles of central India, a clan of Chandala Rajputs lived a life of absolute
celebration and non denial. They built temples of stone and adorned them with
sensual carvings of erotica and buddhas, dancers and musicians. Buddhist
and Tantra rights copulated in an entwining of sexuality and spirituality with an
utter abandonment of modesty or repression. A quest for consciousness, was
practiced through meditation, yoga, sex and dance, in a state of joy.
The Khajuraho room of Bambuddha Grove® is a monument to
the concept of Tantra-Buddhism.
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ZEN
“Unlike other religions, which have fallen prey to hero-worship and dogmatism,
Zen insists on the unique capacity of every human being to reach enlightenment or
freedom from the illusions of ego created by the mind. And it insists that this capacity
can only be realised through meditation. Not by following certain rituals, adhering
to a set of rules but only by a non-judgmental attentiveness to one’s own thoughts,
actions and feelings. When we practice this alertness, this meditative approach to
life, it soon brings the awareness that we each contain an unchanging, undisturbed
and eternal centre of watchfulness; a centre that has the capacity to see life as
a great adventure, a play, a mystery school and, finally, a blissful journey with no
purpose other than to delight in every step of the way. It is the capacity not to worship
Buddhas but to become a Buddha, not to follow others but to develop the awareness
within that brings a quality of light and love to all that we do” Osho.
Education: “The educator should remember that his aim is not to put into the mind
knowledge that was not there before, but to turn the minds eye to the light so that it
can see for itself” (Truth)
“Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? Where is the knowledge we have
lost in information?” T.S. Ellio
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YIN YANG
The two complementary forces, or principles, that make up all aspects
and phenomena of life. Yin is earth, female, dark, passive and absorptive;
it is present in even numbers and in valleys and streams and is
represented by the Tiger, the color orange and a broken line. Yang is
heaven, male, light, active and penetrating; it is present in odd numbers
and mountains, and is represented by the Dragon, the color azure and an
unbroken line. Together they express the interdependence of opposites.

SWASTIK
Used both in Hinduism and Buddhism which was, after all, a Hindu
reform movement, as a symbol of the immutable Law that governs
human development and the cyclical nature of all universally manifested
events. It is also an auspicious sign (‘Swasti’ in Sanskrit means
Well-being) and is one of the sixty five marks of Buddhahood found
in the imprint of Buddha’s foot, that itself was the first and tentative
representation of Gautama to remind subsequent generations of the
importance of his personal enlightenment and its value for humanity.
Thus, as a Buddhist symbol, it represents the esoteric doctrine of
Buddhism.
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OM
Is not a word but rather an intonation which, like music, transcends the
barriers of age, race, culture and even species. It is made up of three
Sanskrit letters: aa...au...and ma which, when combined, make the sound
Aum, or Om. It is believed to be the basic sound of the universe as the
whole of creation buzzes like a giant tuning-fork with the tension created
by the magnetic fields and the spinning of matter in orbit and is thought
to contain all sounds. It is a Mantra, or prayer, in itself and, if repeated
with the correct intonation, it can resonate throughout the body so that the
sound penetrates to the centre of one’s being, the Atman, or soul.

PENTACLE, TRIANGLE,
STAR OF DAVID
An ancient sign, deeply associated with Hindu Tantrism and signifying the
union of the upward and downward tendencies of the human condition;
the triangle with the apex down that is considered to represent the
downward flow of female energy, as in menstruation, giving birth and
attention to earthly matters, is joined to the male triangle, whose apex
points upwards to denote the upward surge of seed, imagination and
life-force that together, symbolize the potential of balance inherent in the
human paradox.
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BAMBOO
Bamboo is Zen-Female; a lovely, Elegant, Graceful, Curving, Sexual
plant with enormous strength.Wherever she grows around the world,
her presence touches every part of daily life; in Spirituality, Art, Music,
Literature, Food, Crafts, Clothing, Decoration, Medicine, Paper, Building
materiel, and Weapons.
She is a perennial evergreen of the grass family and the fastest growing
of all plants reaching 1 meter per day up to 50 Mts. in height in 3-4
months. Growing in plus 35 to minus 30 degrees in all altitudes. the plant
grows in clumps or over a wide area from runners below the surface
of the ground. Her life cycle is up to 120 years, after which she flowers,
spreads her seeds and dies. This phenomena happens to the whole
species world-wide, at the same time! At Bambuddha Grove, we are
honored to care and nurture more than 27 different species.
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HALLUCINOGENS
AND PSYCHOTROPICS
Bamboo is Zen-Female; a lovely, Elegant, Graceful, Curving, Sexual
plant with enormous strength.Wherever she grows around the world,
her presence touches every part of daily life; in Spirituality, Art, Music,
Literature, Food, Crafts, Clothing, Decoration, Medicine, Paper, Building
materiel, and Weapons.
She is a perennial evergreen of the grass family and the fastest growing
of all plants reaching 1 meter per day up to 50 Mts. in height in 3-4
months. Growing in plus 35 to minus 30 degrees in all altitudes. the plant
grows in clumps or over a wide area from runners below the surface
of the ground. Her life cycle is up to 120 years, after which she flowers,
spreads her seeds and dies. This phenomena happens to the whole
species world-wide, at the same time! At Bambuddha Grove, we are
honored to care and nurture more than 27 different species.
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BLACK SHEEP TRIBE

AN AWAKENING TO THE
BLACK SHEEP TRIBE
MY DEFINITIONS OF BLACK SHEEP

Diamond, Reckless, Iconoclast, Outsider, Nomad, Bohemian, Maverick,
Loner, Different, Unconventional, Dissatisfied, Shunned,Truthful, Separate,
Seeker, Individual, Gem, Star, Conscious, Rogue, Revolutionary, Dissident,
Wild, Counter Culture, Path-Breaker, Conscientious Objector.
SOCIETY’S DEFINITIONS OF BLACK SHEEP

Pervert, Unprincipaled, Reprobate, Undesirable, Weird, Rogue,
Obstreperous, Thorn in the Flesh, Square peg in a round hole, Against
the flow, Freak, Odd.
BLACK SHEEP

ibiza settlement

IBIZA: The white island, the most westerly island of the Mediterranean
GODDESS: Tanit, ruler of the dark side of the Moon ASTROLOGICAL
SIGN: Scorpio SEX: Female
(The most easterly island is Cyprus and the Goddess is Aphrodite, the
ruler of the light side of the moon) Ibiza and Es Vedra are the Carthaginian
doorway to Heaven. Situated on the planet most illustrious Ley Lines,
100mls north of Tangier-Africa 100mls East of Alicante-Spain
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Buddha, Shiva, Gandhi, Darwin, Jesus, Prof. Hofman, John Lennon,
Tolstoy, Jimmy Hendrix, Neal Cassidy, Martin Luther King, Michael
Hollingshead,Cassius Clay/Mohammed Ali, Ronnie Laing,Baghwan
Rajneesh-Osho,Carlos Castaneda, Black Beard the Pirate, Lao Tzu, Carioca,
Shri 108 Ganesh Baba, Cyrus the Great, Alexander Bell, Antoni Gaudi, Crick
and Watson, Brian Wilson, Cervantes, John Coltrain, Che Guevara, Miles
Davies, Nelson Mandela,Billie Holiday, Diogenes, Chet Baker, George
Orwell, James Dean, Mozart, River Phoenix, Marilyn Monroe, Marlon
Brando, Elvis Presley, Karl Marx, Jack Nicholson, Timothy Leary, Jonny
Depp, George Burrough, Thomas Edisson, Vincent van Gough, Bobby Fisher,
Theophile Gautier, Sasha Moon, Errol Flynn, Charles Bukowsky, John Moon,
Graham Green, Coleridge, William Blair, Angela Davis, Baron Ernst von
Bibra, Eldridge Cleaver, Julian James, Bob Dylan, Allan Ginsburg, William
Burroughs, Allister Crowley, Albert Einstein, Confucius, Fidel Castro, LoisAlpha Cahagnet, Jonjon Moon, Pablo Picasso, Benedict Spinoza.
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BLACK SHEEP TRIBE:
GOA - INDIA, IBIZA,
BALI 1968 - 78
* Black Sheep still in this world..
* In memory of Black Sheep passed to another world

Jan Kees, Mama Luz, Junky Robert, Malcom Byron Bay, Enrique, Adir,
Chicago Peter & Vivian, Vaji, Shireen Mody, Kim Moraje, Bobby Walsdorf,
Kenny Potter, John Moon & Annbritt, Kabul Tom, Bobby and Nicole,
Richard Green, M Rusbam, Guy-Hunza, Boots & Penny, Max, Jesse, Paul
Ropp, Mchael Palmeri, Nick Phillips, Tobias, German Jerry & Monica,
Willie, Fatima, John Phimister, Shuna Dieter, Heidi, Heather, Dr Bobby,
Paoli, Catherine,Karl Fink, Krishna, Anjuna Gill, Peter Meadows, Zaki,
German Monica, Schaky, Sebastian Barbagallo, Tom Bombadilo, Acid Paul,
Mescaline Bobby, Texas Jack,Tiki, Robin Brown, Swedish Anders, Ted the
Hun, Hari Ajwani, Peter Skelly, German Joe & Janet, Kate, Sai Baba, Jerry
Schulz, Kathmandu Hank, Blacky, BeeMTe, Ganesh Baba, Dale, Ira Cohen,
Amsterdam Dave, Black Jimmy, Eight Finger Eddie, Philadelphia Lizards,
Irene, Naga Tiela, Harry, Abe, Perry, Nepal Addison, Blind George, Guitar
Gibert, Israeli Jan and Frin, Flurian, Hindukush Mark, Anand, Bombay
Brian, Klaus, Steve Madras, Cleo, Saddhu Tom, Rasta John, Dale, Big
Mary and Rebecah, Jasper, Jacques, Canadian Jack, Homeo Pete, Fraser,
Uli-Bader-Meinhoff, Lawyer Francis, Sitar Steve, Tilo, Theo, Bouchan,
Chandra, Jean Francois, Jimmy the Knife, Brazilian Jorge, Fantuzi,
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Mark the Rat, Pink Peter, Benny Woodrow, Jeffrey Robinson, Peter
Thomas & Marie, Hobby, Alejandro, Berlin Joe, Sherazad, Fat Peggy,
American Raka, Dieter, Jack & Odile, Mika, Naryan, Swiss Peter, Jogja
The Twins, John, Bepe & Roberta, Lucio, Jony Cairo, Fleet, Diedre,
Toa Roma, Stevie, Yasin, Desmond & Joan, Honky Tonkas, Mark Platt,
Blue, Paul Geiss, Pipi, Sita Ram, Sky, Stephanie Fraher, Sydney Monica,
George, Dicky & Marian, Joe Gelpy, Richard & Maeleine, Walter, Baghwan
Rajneesh/Osho, Micha & Brigit, Jefferey and Nosetas, Jimmy Sweetman,
Jacques, Raquel & Perry, Paul G, Susan & Albert, Peter no.1, Ira, Richard
Franklin, Andy Rogers, Jasper, Goa Miguel, Bruce Miller, Boda Lynn,
Jean Francois, Trufi, Pisco, Hanibal, Richie & Pauline, Little David, David
Bushman, Mustach Bobby, Hog Farm Bus, Jimmy Glasses, Jan Case,
Jerry Schultz, Peshawar Jehangir, Norwegian Monica, Red Mike, Peter
& Nomi, Texas Penny, Taffy, Randy, Emanuella, Allan Charne, Stoned
Pig Magazine, Flavio, Zebedi the Greek, Mishmash, Bruno, Marshall,
Hollywood Peter, Om Kali, Trupet Steve, Sasha, Boutique Paul, Pisco,
Fatima, Ira Cohen, Yuma, Millie, Lance & Patsy, Duffy, Lokesh, Ardha,
Shane, Jerry Mitchell, Australian Barry, John Dacony, Peru Willy, Aren van
der Horst, Perry, Trufi, Ardha, Michael Mills.
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BAMBUDDHA
MERCHANDISE

SASHA MOON
Sasha Moon, a post-industrial nomad who grew up across a wide range of
cultures, was constantly fascinated and provoked by fabric and colour as a
child. She went on to become the sole buyer, then designer, for Bambuddha
Grove in Ibiza. She launched the exclusive Sasha Moon label in 2010.

T-Shirt 25 Designs - 45€
Wall Plaque 3D Mobile 70cm x 130cm
900€

Key Holder - 9€

Black Sheep Tribe
Double CD Vol.II - 25€

Known for her geometric tendencies and appetite for fine silk and
leathers, Sasha Moon delivers distinctive and luxurious women’s ready to
wear collections. Sexy and smart, Sasha Moon’s unique creative talent is
translated into her designs using only the best materials and craftsmen. Her
edgy fashion sense and free-thinking attitude echo through every piece.
Sasha Moon’s fine leather workmanship;
gorgeously constructed silk pieces
and provocative aesthetic are instantly
recognizable yet utterly indefinable. Effortless
elegance meets rock chick chic, her look
is about balancing softness with boldness.
Darkly romantic and exquisitely made,
Sasha Moon’s designs are whimsical yet
sophisticated contemporary classics.
A statement of style and a declaration about a
lifestyle; one in which monogamy is dead and
passionate exploration thrives.
Sasha pursues her passion for fashion,
networking and interviewing V.I.P. personalities
for T.V. and buyer for bambuddha shop.

Candle Holder 10cm x 10cm
choice of 6 Colours - 33€
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Exotic Skins Credit Card Wallet
with sterling silver logo - 90€
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THE MUSIC

DJ OHM G

Once upon a time, music from a far away land reached the snowcapped
Himalayan mountains of Tibet. Three Buddhas, one representing
Freedom, one Respect, and one Tolerance, set out to seek the source of
these vibrations. Their long quest took them on a journey where whispers
in the wind suggested these sounds resonated from a land filled with
magic, mystery and music.

1980 Munich: “ Red Light Studio” produce soundtracks for movies and theater.
1996 London: Kenny Smith ( Manager of Eurithmics )
William Henshall ( London Beat ), Tim Bran ( Dread Zone ),
Jon Porter ( Roxy Music ). Vaya Con Dios.
2000 Africa and India” Spiritual Voices,

After three years they arrived at the island of Ibiza and quickly came
ashore, confident they were nearing the climax of their journey. In the
center of the island, shrouded in valley mist and nestling in a bamboo
forest they set their eyes on Bambuddha Grove, the temple to the Black
Sheep Tribe, the Music, the Vibrations, the Source...

2001 Jubilee Recordings “ Future Ballads “
Café del Mar,Bambooda Grove.
2002 Ibiza: “ Pop-Art,” remix of Love Theme “ from
Vangelis (Soundtrack Bladerunner ). Gutbrod.

DJ M.O.C. Paoli
Compiler of Bambuddha Grove World Music Chill Out CDs 1-2-3-4-5-6
Creative musician, producer D.J. and ‘Master of Ceremonies’, Paoli lived
in Goa, India for many years and he is one of the D.J.-Pioneers of Goa
Trance music which is now known all over the world.
He and his partner Bernhard Weimer are the founders of the cult
projects: Cosmic Tramp and Plasma Pleasure. Never standing still,
moving and exploring modern electronic music, he has been the resident
D.J. at Bambuddha Grove in Ibiza for the past eight years.

2004: resident DJ at Atzaró
Compilation “Soundscapes Vol.1”
2005 “ MOMENTS,
Kue, Mole Listening Perls Pschent,
written and produced by Ohm-g & Bruno
(Café Del Mar).Tracks
at Hotel Costes & Café del Mar.
2009 “Atzaro Soundscapes Vol.2
and 2011 SoundscapeVol.3

CD Vol. 2

Black Sheep Tribe
Vol. 1 / 2009
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2010: Stepen Russel - BAREFOOT DOCTOR;
Well Known Author and Spiritual Teacher)
GREEN RABBIT. Dance Meditation
is released on EIVISSABEAT.

CD Vol. 3
CD Vol. 4

CD Vol. 5
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Immaculate Ibiza - Perfect Cycles
(wp: Esteban Lucci, Tomi del Castillo); (c) Immaculate Ibiza Music
The Planty Herbs - Music Is The Word
(w: Robbert van der Bildt, Bobby van Putten; p: THE PLANTY HERBS); edition WAX ON/edition
AMANDLA/UMP; (p) WAX ON records ltd.; ISRC: GBTCK1000001
Chris Zippel feat. Sophie Tusnelda - Still Love
(w: Sophie Tusnelda, Chris Zippel); Copyright Control; Licence: Genuine Sounds)
Immaculate Ibiza - African Moonlight
(wp: Esteban Lucci, Tomi del Castillo); (c) Immaculate Ibiza Music
The Deadbeats - Heaven
(w: Damian Stanley) Copyright Control; (p) WAX ON Records; Licensed courtesy of WAX ON Records;
ISRC: GBTCK0900032
OHM-G -Tanz Im All
(wp: OHM-G (Olaf Gutbrod); daredo publishing/kiel publishing/BMG Rights Management; (p)&(c)
Eivissa Beat, a division of daredo music GmbH
John Daly - Atlantic Drive
(wp: John Daly); Copyright Control; (p) Drumpoet Community; License courtesy of Compost Medien
GmbH & Co. KG, www.compost-records.com / www.drumpoet.com; ISRC: DEM091000159
Tojami Sessions - The Next Ten Years
(w: Tom Bucher, Michel Niepenberg, Jacek Darnowski, Rike Boomgaarden; p: Tom Bucher, Michel
Niepenberg, Jacek Darnowski); Copyright Control; (p)&(c) Plastic City / daredo music;
www.plasticcity.de / www.daredo-music.com; ISRC: DEAZ31010176
OHM-G - Love Train
(wp: OHM-G (Olaf Gutbrod); daredo publishing/kiel publishing/BMG Rights Management; (p)&(c)
Eivissa Beat, a division of daredo music GmbH
Lenny Ibizarre - Yellow Sunshine Voodoo Girl
(wp: Lenny Ibizarre); Licensed from Ibizarre Records
Robert Manos - Nobody (Discomix)
(wp: Robert Manos, J. Dahlbäck, S. Ahrenberg); Copyright Control; (p)&(c) Mole Listening Pearls /
daredo music, www.mole.de / www.daredo-music.com; ISRC: DEAZ30800491
The Lushlife Project - Popular Secret
(wp: Palàsti Kovàcs Zoltàn aka Zoohacker, Pilisi Konràd); Copyright Control; (p)&(c) Mole Listening
Pearls / daredo music, www.mole.de / www.daredo-music.com; ISRC: DEAZ30500040
Moodorama - Peace
(wp: moodorama); Warner Chappell Music, Edition Collapsing People; (p)&(c) Mole Listening Pearls /
daredo music, www.mole.de / www.daredo-music.com; ISRC: DEAZ31000920
Moodorama - Space Cowboy
(wp: moodorama); Warner Chapell Music / Edition Collapsing People; (p)&(c) Mole Listening Pearls /
daredo music, www.mole.de / www.daredo-music.com; ISRC: DEAZ30600309
Pushtronic feat. Geena Teves - Sunset Breathing
(w: Louis Henry Sarmiento, Juan Aboli Prosper, Gina Neuhaus; p: Pushtronic (Louis Henry
Sarmiento & Juan Aboli Prosper))
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Green Rabbit - Black Sheep Tribe
(wp: OHM-G (Olaf Gutbrod) & Stephen Russell); daredo publishing/kiel publishing/BMG Rights
Management; (p)&(c) Eivissa Beat, a division of daredo music GmbH
Valentin Huedo - Campo De Flores
(w: Valentin Huedo); License Courtesy of Extremly House Music; (p) Extremly House Music;
ISRC: ES01B1000013
Robert Owens - Moments (DJ Le Roi Dub Remix)
(w: Robert Owens, Martin Iveson); Westbury Music Ltd.; (p) Compost Records; License courtesy of
Compost Medien GmbH & Co. KG, www.compost-records.com; ISRC: DEM091100049
TJ Kong & Nuno Dos Santos - Always Forever Now (Chymera Remix)
(w: AJE van Moll, Nuno Dos Santos); Copyright Control; (p) Compost Records; License courtesy of
Compost Medien GmbH & Co KG,www.compost-records.com; ISRC: DEM091100056
Gary B - Move On
(wp: Gary B)
OHM-G feat. BAHRAMJI - Tell Of The Bird
(w. Olaf Gutbrod; l: Bahramji; p: OHM-G&Bahramji); Daredo Publishing / Kiel Publishing / BMG
Rights Management; (p)&(c) Eivissa Beat / Daredo Music
Negghead – Being (Sasha Dive’s Soulwax Mix)
(w: Daniel A. Wardy; p: NEGGHEAD); WAX ON/Universal Music Publishing, Copyright Control;
ISRC: GBTCK1000020
Phreek Plus One feat. Mr. White - Passion
(w: Ivan Savoldi,Giovanni Guerretti, Alessandro Cattenati, Chad White (ASCAP); p: Phreek Plus One);
Neuroeconomics Publishing / Universal Music Publishing, Copyright Control; (p) Compost Records;
License courtesy of Compost Medien GmbH & Co. KG, www.compost-records.com;
ISRC: DEM091100028
Gutbrod - Sexsensual
(wp: OHM-G (Olaf Gutbrod); daredo publishing/kiel publishing/BMG Rights Management; (p)&(c)
Eivissa Beat, a division of daredo music GmbH
DEEP DIVE CORP. feat. M.Adamson - Don´t Say
(w: P.MUSEBRINK, M.ADAMSON); CopyrightControl
The Timewriter - Creatures Of The Night
(wp: Jean F. Cochois); UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING
GmbH Edition Holon II; (p)&(c) Plastic City / daredo music
www.plasticcity.de / www.daredo-music.com;
ISRC: DEAZ31010039

Black Sheep Tribe - Version 2 / 2012
Compiled by DJ OhmG
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INTIMATE
QUESTIONNAIRE TO
SHARE WITH YOUR
PARTNER DURING
DESSERT

16. What things shouldn’t be

missing for the perfect night
17. How normal do you think is

your sex life (scale 1-10)
18. What is your deepest / darkest

desire
19. Do you like to play with

another couple
20. Are you bi-sexual

1. Is sex important to happiness
2. Is love important for happiness
3. Is love necessary for sex
4. Is sex necessary for love
5. Can / should sexuality

combine with spirituality
6. What do you think should

come first sex or love
7. Have you ever gone to a sex

retreat / school
8. How do you inform yourself

about the subject of sex
a. reading books
b. talking with friends
c. watching xxx films
d. internet chat
e. intuition
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9. Do you have any guilt / sin

feelings about sex
10. Do you feel abused when

having sex
11. Do you enjoy sex
12. Do you use / enjoy sex toys

a. with a partner
b. alone
c. how often
d. what kind
13. Do you fantasise during sex/

on what
14. Do you prefer a familiar

partner or a stranger
15. Do you like one night stands

21. Do you prefer your own sex or

the opposite
22. Is romance necessary
23. Do you like anal sex
24. Do you like oral sex

a. to give
b. to receive
c. to swallow sperm
25. Do you like threesomes / 2 of

your sex or 2 of the opposite sex
26. How often do you masturbate

28. Do you like sex with a very

young partner
29. Do you think age is important
30. Do you use (bad) language

during sex / why
31. What is a satisfying amount of

time for a sex session
32. What amount of the time is

penetration preferred
33. What type of foreplay do you like
34. Do you like Spanking

a. to be spanked
b. to spank
35. Bondage

a. to tie
b. to be tied
36. Do you like Sado and / or

Masochism
37. If so Hard or Soft
38. Do you like mirrors

a. where
b. what do you fantasise on
27. How old were you when you

lost your virginity
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office: +31 971 19 75 10
fax: +31 971 19 76 28
email: info@bambuddha.com
Apdo. Correos 625,
07840 Santa Eulalia del Rio
Ibiza, Baleares, Spain
www.bambuddha.com
https://www.facebook.com/BAMBUDDHAGROVEIBIZA

Bambuddha Grove®, Tantra®, Sasha Moon®, MediterraAsian®,
Bambuddha® are all registered trademarks of Bambuddha
Grove®. These trademarks may be owned or licensed in
select locations only. All rights reserved.
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